Using the characterization theorems for (semi)partiaI geometries which satisfy the diagonal axiom, we prove that subplane covered nets or equivalently (n -I)-regulus nets are isomorphic to the dual of the geometry %?:+I with point set, the set of points of a projective space H = PG(n + 1, 9) which do not belong to a fixed subspace X ^ PG(n -1, 9) and with line set, the set of lines of Askew to X. Moreover we discuss some combinatoria! problems on subplane covered nets. Some of the results are known in the literature and have group theoretic proofs, our proofs however are geometrical.
Introduction
Jack van Lint has always shown a great interest in research on finite incidence structures in general. He made several contributions to (semi)partial geometries. In [21] he gave an overview of the known results on partial geometries at that time. One of the sporadic models of partial geometries was constructed by him
Partial geometries
A finite incidence structure Y = (9, 3, I) with point set 9, line set 3 and incidence relation I is called a partial geometry if and only if it is a partial linear space with s + 1 points on a line, t + 1 lines on a point (S > 1, t 5 l), such that for any anti-flag (x, L) there are cy (>O) points incident with L that are collinear with x. The numbers S, t and & are called the parameters of 9. This incidence structure was introduced by Bose [l] .
Remarks.
(1) If Y = (9",3, I) is a partial geometry with parameters s, t, a, then the dual structure .Y* = (9*, Z'*, I*) = (3, 9, I), is a partial geometry with parameters s *=t,t*=Sando*=Q:
(2) The partial geometries can be divided into four (nondisjoint) classes: (a) The partial geometries with cx = 1, the generalized quadrangles, [17, 20] .
(b) The partial geometries with (Y=S + 1 or dually (Y= t + 1, i.e., the 2-(v, s + 1, 1) designs and their duals.
(c) The partial geometries with a = s or dually (Y = t. The partial geometries with (Y = t are the nets of order s + 1 and degree t + 1 [3] .
(d) Finally, the so-called proper partial geometries with 1 < (Y < min(s, t).
Semipartial geometries
A semipartial geometry [S] with parameters (s, t, a, p) is a partial linear space with s + 1 (s > 1) points on a line and t + 1 (t 2 1) lines on a point, such that for any anti-flag (x, L) there are 0 or LX points incident with L which are collinear with x, and such that for any two points x and y which are not collinear, there are p points (p > 0) collinear with both.
It is immediately clear that a semipartial geometry is a partial geometry if and only if p = (t + 1)~. The dual of a semipartial geometry is again a semipartial geometry if and only if either s = t or Y is a partial geometry [8] . Note that the point graph of a (semi)partial geometry is a strongly regular graph. For more information and examples on partial and semipartial geometries we refer to [2, 5, 211 .
The axiom of Pasch and the diagonal axiom
If Y = (9,3, I) is a (semi)partial geometry then Y satisfies the axiom of Pasch if and only if for each two lines L 1, L2 E 5!? which intersect in a point x and for any two lines M,, M2 E 9 such that x is not incident with MI, M2, whenever MI and Mz intersect both L1 and LX they mutually intersect. The dual of the axiom of Pasch is called the diagonal axiom.
For a generalized quadrangle both the Pasch axiom and the diagonal axiom are satisfied in a trivial way. Evidently a 2-(v, s + 1, 1) design satisfies the diagonal axiom. A 2-(w, s + 1, 1) design with s > 1 satisfying the axiom of Pasch is an n-dimensional projective space (n 22). The only known partial geometry with LY $ { 1, s + 1, t + 1) and satisfying the axiom of Pasch is the dual net Xz+'. This dual net is constructed as follows. Let X = PG(n -1, q) be a subspace of a projective geometry 2 = PG(n + 1, q). Then X, H' is the incidence structure of points of Z -X and lines of .Z skew to X, the incidence is the one of Z: The parameters are s = q, t = q" -1, cy = q. In [19] it was proved that this dual net is the only one that satisfies the axiom of Pasch. Note that .Xi+l may be seen as the complement of a singular symplectic geometry in _Z = PG(n + 1, q) with radical X.
In [7] the semipartial geometries satisfying the axiom of Pasch or the diagonal axiom are studied. We will use in this paper the characterization theorem of the semipartial geometry of so-called type 3$+')*. This semipartial geometry is defined by taking as 9 the set of lines of a projective space _Z = PG(n + 1, q) skew to a fixed projective space X= PG(n -1, q) and as 3 the set of the planes of .Z which intersect X in exactly one point. This semipartial geometry has parameters s = q* -1, t = (q" -l)/(q -1) -1, & = q, p = q(q + 1).
Theorem 2 ([7]
). Let Y = (9', dip, I) b e a semipartial geometry with parameters s, t, (Y (>l) and p = CU((Y + 1) which is not a partial geometry. Zf 9' satisfies the diagonal axiom then 9 is isomorphic to X2+')*.
Remarks.
(1) It is known that a (semi)partial geometry Y satisfying the diagonal axiom gives rise to a semipartial geometry .!? satisfying the diagonal axiom [6, 7] . Indeed, let x and y be two collinear points. We denote by Di,, the set of points collinear with x and y but not on the line L,,, joining x and y and by Dz,, the set of points of L,,, which are collinear with a point (hence with all points) of Di,,. Then D_, = 0:. y U D&, is a maximal set of pairwise collinear points, any such set Dx,Y is called a diagonal clique. The incidence structure 9 with the same point set as Y and with line set the set of diagonal cliques of Y is a semipartial geometry with parameters Z = S/(LY -1) -1, ? = (t + 1)(6: -l), & = a:, fi = p which satisfies the diagonal axiom. Note that .!?' has the same point graph as Y and that $?= Y. In this way the dual of Xg" is related to the semipartial geometry @;+U'* (2) Let 53 be a projective Baer subspace of a projective space PG(n -1, 4'). We define an incidence structure Y = (.!?,A?, I) in the following way. We embed PG(n -1, q2) as a hyperplane X~ in the projective space .X = PG(n, 4'). The points of Y are the points of the affine space .X\n,, two points are collinear if and only if they are on a line intersecting Ed, in a point of 3. This incidence structure is isomorphic to the semipartial geometry Z#$+')*. Indeed, both are isomorphic to the geometry on the 2 x n matrices over GF(q), collinearity means that their difference has rank 1.
Subplane covered nets and regolus nets
Subplane covered nets are the obvious generalizations of derivable nets. Recall that a finite derivable afine plane J-C is an affine plane of order q2 that admits (q + l)q2 (affine) Baer subplanes each of which have the same set & of infinite points or parallel classes. The net X defined by the points of n and the lines of Ed which belong to & is called a derivable net. By redefining 'lines' to be the Baer subplanes of X together with the lines of the original plane which do not lie in X, another affine plane 7~ is obtained, called the plane derived from JG by X. These ideas originate from Ostrom [15, 16] around 1960 and the exact nature of derivable affine planes or more generally of derivable nets has been an open question for roughly the last thirty years. Recently, the second author completely determined the structure of a finite derivable net by extending the ideas of Cofman [4] who associated a 3-dimensional affine space with a derivable net in such a way that the subplanes of the net may be seen to be Desarguesian. Actually, Cofman's work does not require finiteness and the fact that the subplanes are Desarguesian was previously known in the finite case by Prohaska [18] by a completely different method.
In Johnson [12, 13] a 3-dimensional projective space is associated with a derivable net in such a way that the net may be seen to be a regulus net in the finite case. That is, there is a 3-dimensional projective space 2 over a field such that the set .K corresponds to a regulus % in 2.
Let X = (p,Z, I) be a net (finite or infinite) with point set p and line set Z'. Denote the set of parallel classes by %. We assume that there exists a set of affine subplanes 3 of X such that the set of parallel classes in each subplane ~~ of B is V. Incidences between the sets, B, 58, %, 9 are canonically defined and for short we will always use the same notation I. Hence we will denote this net also by X = (?i',Z, %', 3, I), such a net X shall be called a subplane covered net if and only if for each distinct pair of collinear points, p, p' E 9 there exists a unique affine subplane ~t~,~. E $B which contains p and p'. Note that X is derivable if and only if the elements of 53 are Baer subplanes. The main problem is to determine the structure of a subplane covered net. In this article we are able to completely resolve this problem in the finite case.
Let ,Y be isomorphic to PG(2n -1, q). An (n -l)-regulus is a set ?i? of q + 1 mutually skew (n -1)-dimensional projective subspaces such that if a line L of 2 intersects at least three distinct members of %! then L intersects each member of %!. Note that if n = 2, this definition coincides with the definition of a regulus in PG(3, q). The (translation) net .M% which corresponds with %! is defined in the following way. In the vector space V,, of dimension 2n over K one takes as points the vectors of V,, and as lines the translates of the n-dimensional vector subspaces corresponding to members of 9, this net has order q" and degree q + 1 = I$%1 and is called an (n -1)-regulm net or simply a regulus net.
The next theorem was proved in [lo] under the additional hypothesis that X is a regulus net. X = (9, 3, %, 93, I ) be a subplane covered net of degree q + 1 and order k. Then there exist an integer n and a prime power q such that k = q", and there exist a projective geometry .Y = PG(n + 1, q) and a projective subspace X= PG(n -1, q) such that the points 9 of X are the lines of 2 skew to SY?, the lines 3 of X are the points of Z\ X, the parallel classes % of X are the hyperplanes of _Z which contain X, the subplanes 53 of X are the planes of 2 which intersect X in exactly one point, and incidence I is the natural incidence in Z:
Theorem 3. Let
Proof. By the definition of a subplane covered net, any two collinear points x and y of X are contained in exactly one plane +. It is readily seen that these planes are the diagonal cliques of X. By Theorems 1 and 2, X = (9, 3, I) is isomorphic to the dual of Xz+' and & = (9, 3, I) is a semipartial geometry with parameters s=q*-1, t = (q" -l)/(q -1) -1, (Y = q and p = q(q + 1) and satisfies the diagonal axiom hence is isomorphic to %:+l)'. So there exist a projective space _Z = PG(n + 1, q) and a projective subspace 38 = PG(n -1, q) such that 9 is the set of lines of .Z skew to 5Y, 3 is the set of points of Z\ X and W (the set of subplanes of the net X which is the set of the diagonal cliques of X) is the set of planes of ,X which intersect 35' in exactly one point. It remains to show that the parallel classes %? of the net X are the hyperplanes of .Z containing X. Note that two lines L1 and L2 of X are parallel if and only if they correspond to two points I, and 1, of _Z\ X such that the line lil, of 2 intersects X. Hence a parallel class of lines of X corresponds with a maximal set LI of points of 2 such that every two points of l7 define a line intersecting X, hence fl is an affine space AG(n, q) obtained by deleting X from any hyperplane fi of B containing 5%'. So the q + 1 hyperplanes of 2 through X yield the q + 1 elements of %'. q Corollary 1. A finite subplane covered net X of degree q + 1 and order q" is isomorphic to an (n -l)-regulus net (corresponding to an (n -1)-regulus in some PG (2n -1, q) ). 0 ne readily proves that an (n -1)-regulus net satisfies indeed the diagonal axiom and hence is isomorphic to the dual of Xz+'. The isomorphism will map the elements of the regulus on the q + 1 hyperplanes of Z = PG(n + 1, q) through X= PG(n -1, q). The full collineation group of X is isomorphic to PTL(n + 2, q)% where X = PG(n -1, q) and the group acts canonically on an associated projective geometry .Z = PG(n + 1, q) containing FE.
Actually (n -1)-regulus nets were characterized by their automorphism group in [14] for the case n = 2 and in [lo] for the case n > 2. It should also be pointed out that Foulser [9] completely determined the structure of finite derivable translation nets using algebraic methods. Basically the idea was to take the slope mappings as endomorphisms of the vector space and to generate an algebra. The subplanes incident with the zero vector become irreducible submodules and in fact every irreducible module of the same size determines a subplane. The centralizer of the algebra restricted to a subplane is a field K = GF(q) and the net becomes a Desarguesian net of order q2 and degree q + 1 coordinated by K and thus a l-regulus net. Johnson [ll] extended the results of Foulser to any subplane covered translation net. It turns out that these results may be seen as corollaries of Theorem 3.
Corollary 2. Let X = (9, 2, I) be a finite net whose dual may be embedded in a projective space (i.e., the lines of X are lines of a projective space 2 and the points of X are all points of E on these lines). Then X is a regulus net. Conversely every regulus net is embeddable. This is an immediate corollary of a theorem proved in [6] showing that a dual net embeddable in a projective space is necessarily of type Xg+i.
Remark. The approach in [12] to characterize a derivable net was indeed the construction of the corresponding 3-dimensional projective space 2 and the line X as introduced above. It was then proved that the translation group of the net is the group generated by the transvections in planes containing X in the direction 3, E X. The group of kernel homologies =GF(q)* of the net is the group of skew perspectivities fixing the line X and a given skew line L pointwise. This locates a suitable vector space V, over a field K = GF(q) such that the net is the vector form of a 1-regulus in an associated PG(3, q). By Theorem 3 we have generalized this property for the (n -1)-regulus nets and moreover we have given proofs which rely on more geometric methods.
Actually we can prove a more general result which says essentially if at most one subplane is missing on each point of a finite net, then the net is a subplane covered net and hence a regulus net.
Theorem 4.
A finite net X of degree q + 1 and order q" that admits at least q2n-2(q" -l)/(q -1) distinct subplanes of order q is a regulus net.
Proof. We count the (point, subplane)-flags in two ways. Enumerate the Pl, . . . 9 PI+ Let ,S; be the number of subplanes containing the point i=1,2 ,..., q2".Then 
points pi for
On the other hand, any two subplanes sharing two affine points and all of their infinite points are equal (simply form the required intersection which will generate either subplane). The line pi' (r E N,, i.e., a point at infinity of the net J\T) cannot be partitioned into more than (q" -l)/(q -1) distinct subplanes of
but because we may conclude that
Hence, given any two collinear points p, q there exist exactly (q" -l)l(q -1) subplanes containing p and exactly one of these must contain q as the previous set partitions the points on lines through p. Cl Let g be a gap point, without loss of generality we suppose that g is on the line r,p. Take any other line through g, for instance gr,. If gr, fop'; for i # 1 is a point on one of the subplanes n, through p then gr, is a line of n, (as r, is an infinite point of all subplanes). But gc) is also a line of x0. So gr, n gr, = g E no, a contradiction. Hence, gc Vi # 0, is a gap line, and we may conclude that each gap point is on exactly q gap lines.
Let M be a gap line, assume M n 2% = {IO}. Then M intersects rip for all i #O. If M f~ rip =pi is not a gap point then pi is a point of some subplane JC, incident with p and pi'0 = M is a line of no, this contradicts the fact that M was a gap line. Hence each gap line contains q gap points. We may conclude that the incidence structure YP = (PP, 5$,, I) with C?$, the union of the set of gap points, the point p and the set Nm, with 2TP the union of the set of gap lines, the lines through p and the singleton {NW}, and with the incidence the natural one, is a projective subplane of order q. 0
